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ABSTRACT: 
 
The use of virtual environments (VE) for navigation-related studies, such as spatial cognition and path retrieval has been widely 
adopted in cognitive psychology and related fields. What motivates the use of VEs for such studies is that, as opposed to real-world, 
we can control for the confounding variables in simulated VEs. When simulating a geographic environment as a virtual world with 
the intention to train navigational memory in humans, an effective and efficient visual design is important to facilitate the amount of 
recall. However, it is not yet clear what amount of information should be included in such visual designs intended to facilitate 
remembering: there can be too little or too much of it. Besides the amount of information or level of detail, the types of visual 
features (‘elements’ in a visual scene) that should be included in the representations to create memorable scenes and paths must be 
defined. We analyzed the literature in cognitive psychology, geovisualization and information visualization, and identified the key 
factors for studying and evaluating geovisualization designs for their function to support and strengthen human navigational 
memory. The key factors we identified  are: i) the individual abilities and age of the users, ii) the level of realism (LOR) included in 
the representations and iii) the context in which the navigation is performed, thus specific tasks within a case scenario. Here we 
present a concise literature review and our conceptual development for follow-up experiments.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Virtual environments have been widely used in psychological 
studies related to spatial cognition for simulating navigation and 
path retrieval tasks (Wiener & Hanspeter, 2003, Meilinger et 
al., 2008), among others. By performing navigation experiments 
in virtual environments, researchers can control the 
unpredictable features and confounding situations occurring in 
the real world, and better isolate the factor(s) that may be 
causing the observed effects. Furthermore, from a visualization 
design point of view, it is valuable to identify the visual 
elements that may assist humans to perform better in navigation 
tasks. For example, an important question is, which visual 
elements best facilitate the retention of the visual information 
necessary for navigating effectively and efficiently? Does 
everyone remember the same visual elements, or does this differ 
based on certain cognitive and perceptual characteristics? In 
other words, when we design a geographic visualization with a 
specific purpose in mind, such as simulating navigation, we 
must keep the users of these visualizations in mind, along with 
the information we choose to represent in the visualization. 
 
  
2. STATE OF THE ART 
To answer questions such as the above, we first distinguish the 
main components that we are interested in studying. From a 
geographical perspective, we are motivated to develop 
geographical visualization designs that best facilitate 
information retention, and thus propose a visualization 
environment that is optimized to boost and train memory. Thus, 
the overarching goal in the study in relation to geographic 
visualization research is to derive geovisualization design 
principles for effective and efficient recall of visual and spatial 
elements on a path in navigation-related scenarios. Furthermore, 
taking a psychological perspective, we focus on the human, i.e., 
the user of the visualization. We thus define for whom the 
visualization will be designed, and for what task type(s) we can 
recommend the use of the proposed visualization environment 
given that the purpose is to boost and train the memory. These 
parameters (the stimuli, the participants, and the tasks/context) 
are standard experimental dimensions that should always be 
carefully considered when designing any controlled experiment 
(Martin, 2008; Çöltekin 2015). 
 
In our context, the stimuli are the visualizations, and these are 
typically design products. Even the subtle choices in the way 
the visual information is presented may have a role in the later 
recall, i.e., basic visual variables such as color, size or position 
are important for memorability. Furthermore, some researchers 
argue that people better remember visual elements  that are 
depicted in a manner similar to the real world; that consequently 
have recognizable features (e.g., Borkin et al., 2013). 
Supporting this idea, it has been suggested that virtual 
environments with high levels of realism (thus, including 
‘human recognizable’ features) can be particularly useful for 
assisting human memory (Höffler, 2010; Mania and Chalmers, 
2001).  
 
In addition to the design choices, features types and level of 
realism in the visualization design, the technology itself also 
appears to play a role: Based on a literature survey, Loomis et 
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 al. (1999) suggested that the higher the visual quality of the 
virtual environment and the more the options of interaction and 
locomotion, the better the chances the environment is recalled. 
However, contradicting theories have also been proposed, such 
as the “naïve realism” and “naïve cartography” theories where 
the central argument is that people might prefer realistic and 
highly interactive visualizations, but do not necessarily perform 
better with them (Smallman and John, 2005; Hegarty et al., 
2009). However, it is important to note that the latter two 
studies on “naïve realism” and “naïve cartography” focus on 
performance (e.g., accuracy and speed in completing the given 
tasks), and not explicitly on memory.  
 
In a recent online choice experiment, it was demonstrated that 
for everyday route planning people preferred abstract 2D maps, 
and consulted photorealistic visualizations (such as satellite 
maps or ‘street view’ type representations) for identifying 
places of interest but not for navigation-related tasks in general 
(Çöltekin et al., 2015). Currently, a common understanding for 
most information visualizations is that abstraction (as opposed 
to realism) might be better for performance, because processing 
less information demands less from human cognitive resources 
and working memory capacity (Cowan, 2001). However, there 
is also evidence that participant background and abilities matter 
very much in such experiments, e.g., higher spatial abilities 
might benefit from 3D in learning and recall tasks while low-
spatial ones do not (Huk, 2006), or expertise could affect 
success even in perceptual tasks (Bernabé Poveda and Çöltekin, 
2014), as they may have developed strategies for working with 
spatial displays over time.  
 
Similarly, the user’s background is also important for the 
memorability of a visualization. In a navigation context (to 
recall paths one has taken), as in performance or perception 
studies, individual differences such as spatial abilities, age, 
expertise, may have an impact on how much people will be able 
to remember. Most importantly, psychological behavioral 
studies highlight the change occurring on memory capacity over 
the lifespan, offering ample evidence that there is a significant 
decline in our memory capacity as we age (Park et al., 1996). 
Thus, in a study such as we describe here, age is an important 
factor and should be considered for recruiting participants, i.e., 
different age groups may have different recall rates and 
potentially remember different visual elements. In fact, age 
appears to be important in performance and preferences of 
participants even if the focus of the study is performance and 
not memory (Schnürer et al., 2015). Additionally, spatial 
abilities have also been previously shown to affect performance 
as well as memory, especially in spatial tasks (Miyake et al., 
2001). These changes regarding participant characteristics may 
increase the variation in the results in relation to different types 
of stimuli and thus should be carefully counterbalanced. For 
example, a more detailed, highly-realistic representation may 
lead to cognitive overload for low-spatial users, while an 
abstract representation may be easier to recall for high-spatial 
users who do not rely on visual memory as heavily, because 
they are possibly also able to use spatial memory. 
 
The necessity to define representative task types (and eventually 
exact tasks) also naturally emerges while designing an 
experiment, because the scenarios in which we test the stimuli 
are critical for the generalizability of the findings. As stated 
earlier, when studying navigation in virtual environments, 
memory plays an important role (Montello et al., 2004). 
However, there are different memory processes and specifying 
the exact memory type relevant to the specific context (e.g., 
visual- and spatial-memory are highly relevant in navigation), 
and designing tasks that are in fact processed by these memory 
types is necessary for the validity of the results. 
 
 
3. BROAD CONCEPT AND FUTURE WORK 
A combination of the three key factors as introduced above can 
provide a baseline structure for developing effective and 
efficient design-guidelines for visualizations to boost and train 
memory (Fig. 1).  
 
 
Figure 1. The broad conceptual design for experiments for 
testing the memorability of geovisualizations in our project. 
 
The main contribution of this paper is a concise analysis of the 
literature connecting the memorability of 3D visualizations 
(specifically virtual reality representations) for different age and 
spatial ability groups. We plan to perform a set of empirical user 
studies to test our hypotheses generated according to this 
literature. With these empirical user studies, we aim to 
understand how people within different age groups retrieve 
information provided by different visualization designs, while 
we manipulate the level of realism in the visualizations.  To set 
the baseline, we will include an abstract 3D visualization with 
no color and photo-texture, to diminish the recall of 
photorealistic visual information, thus the participants should 
rely mainly on spatial memory. A highly realistic 3D 
visualization with color and photo-texture will be on the other 
side of the spectrum. When using the highly realistic 
visualization, we expect participants to use both visual and 
spatial memory. We optimize a third design, balancing between 
abstraction and realism, in which we selectively include 
photorealistic elements in the visualizations which should help 
boost the participants’ memory.  
 
We select these photorealistic visual elements carefully and 
purposefully in terms of their content, position and frequency to 
specifically serve as memory-enhancing landmarks. 
Specifically, we select the location of the highlighted regions 
according to the theory of structural salience of landmarks 
(Röser et al., 2012). This theory suggests as the most prominent 
location of a landmark to be the structure on the intersection 
and towards where a turn needs to be made. Furthermore, we 
analyze the content of the photographic textures using saliency 
approaches and select ‘human recognizable’ elements which the 
participants can name in varying degrees. We hope to identify 
and clarify the strengths and weaknesses of each visualization, 
and how each of them interacts with age as well as individual 
spatial and visual abilities of the users. As an overarching goal, 
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 we intend to identify design guidelines and recommendations 
for age and spatial ability groups specifically to aid and improve 
memory capacity in the context of navigational path learning 
with simulated environments. 
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